
TIMETABLE
Monday

@ SPORTS CENTRE, BGS@ OWEN ROOM, BGS

 AE DANCE + FITNESS

WWW.AEDANCEFITNESS.COM

Wednesday

Tuesday

Friday

Thursday

@ THE BIG ACT

@ OWEN ROOM, BGS

@ OWEN ROOM, BGS @ SPORTS CENTRE, BGS

@ HAMILTON HOUSE @ THE ISLAND

18.15-19.00 Ballet Barre Fit
19.00-20.00 Lyrical Contemporary

 

18.10-18.50 Ballet Barre Fit
19.00-20.00 Tap course (Beg/Imp)
20.00-21.00 Tap course (Int)

18.00-19.00  Lyrical Ballet (Adv)
19.00-20.00 Lyrical Contemporary (Adv)
20.00-21.00 Jazz (Adv)
 

18.00-19.00  Commerical
19.00-20.00 Burlesque
20.00-21.00 Lyrical Ballet (Beg/Imp)
 

18.15-19.00  Ballet Barre Fit
19.00-20.00 Lyrical Contemporary (Beg/Int)
20.00-21.00 Jazz (Beg/Int)
 

19.30-20.30 Tap  course (Adv)

16.00-17.00 Lyrical Contemporary (Beg/Int)
17.00-18.00  Lyrical Contemporary (Adv)
 

JAN - APR 2020

18.00-19.00   Musical Theatre
 
 

TERM DATES:
 

HALF-TERM: W
/C FEBRUARY 17TH

TERM 4: FEBRUARY 24TH - APRIL 9TH

EASTER BREAK: APRIL 10TH - APRIL 19TH

TERM 5: APRIL 20TH - JUNE 20TH
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NO FRIDAY CLASSES ON APRIL 10TH

 

 



CLASSES

 AE DANCE + FITNESS

BALLET BARRE FITNESS - WITH ANGIE

LYRICAL CONTEMPORARY - WITH ANGIE

JAZZ - WITH ANGIE

 
In this ballet-inspired fitness class, we bring together
ballet, pilates and HIIT training for a full-body (high
energy!) workout. Expect jumps, squats and planks.
And pirouettes, arabesques and jetés. These classes
are open to absolutely anyone - whether you always
wanted to try ballet, but didn't get the chance as a
child. Or you trained for years and miss the burn (but
not the exams and hair buns).

Lyrical contemporary is a fusion of contemporary,
modern, ballet and jazz. It’s gained a lot of popularity
in recent years, thanks to shows like So You Think You
Can Dance and World of Dance. And it’s perfect for
anyone who wants to move freely and with feeling. In
every class, we’ll work on a range of routines. Some
will be soft and graceful. Others will be fiery and fast.
All of them will be expressive and bold.

Upbeat and cheeky, this class mixes jazz technique
with commercial, musical theatre, burlesque and
lyrical jazz. Classes are lively and sassy. And perfect for
anyone who enjoys putting a bit of oomph in their
movement. We high kick and hair flick our way
through each class (and usually chuck in a shimmy
for good measure).

CLASSES
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COMMERCIAL - WITH AMY

The best way to describe Commercial is to think of
the kind of dancing you’d see in music videos or
concerts. It covers everything from hip-hop, jazz, funk,
street, heels and house. And you can expect this level
of variety from the class. With a different style each
class, some weeks the energy will be upbeat and
fierce, and others - lyrical and technical.

WWW.AEDANCEFITNESS.COM



TAP - WITH COURTNEY

LYRICAL BALLET - WITH AMY

MUSICAL THEATRE - WITH COURTNEY AND AMY

BURLESQUE - WITH AMY

More fluid than your typical ballet lesson - both in
terms of the structure of the session and the type of
movement. - in Lyrical Ballet the emphasis is on
creativity and expression
 
While we start each class with technical exercises,
to help build a solid dance foundation, we also
spend time working on routines. So dancers always
get the chance to take what they’ve learnt at the
barre and really MOVE.

Busting a move to your favourite Broadway tunes!
 
Musical Theatre gets your heart pumping, your
body jumping and your feet thumping. We learn
dance routines to musical hits from shows like
Chicago, Hairspray and The Greatest Showman.
And encourage dancers to live their Showgirl (or
Showboy!) dream.
 

 
Exhilarating, cheeky and powerful. 
 
Burlesque gives every dancer the chance to move
and feel like a true show stopper. We cover a range
of styles  - some jazzy and cute, some dark and
sultry. All with the intention of feeling sexy, fun and
confident in your body.

CLASSES
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We run three separate  tap courses; one
Beginners/Improvers level, one Intermediate and
one Advanced. So if you've never taped in your life,
have taken a  couple of years (or decades) off, or
know every step in 42nd Street like the back of your
hand - we've got something for you.
 
Each course aims to develop technique, while also
bringing in fun styles such a Musical Theatre and
American Funk.

TO SEE VIDEOS OF US IN ACTION, HEAD TO INSTAGRAM
@AE.DANCE.FITNESS

WWW.AEDANCEFITNESS.COM



PRICING

Term rates Drop in rates

WWW.AEDANCEFITNESS.COM

PRICE FOR ATTENDING 1 CLASS FOR 7 WEEKS  
(FEB 24TH - APR 9TH)

PRICE FOR ATTENDING A ONE-OFF CLASS

There are 3 ways you can pay for classes with AE Dance + Fitness

 

1. MoveGB - all our classes are on MoveGB - just search AE Dance + Fitness.

 You even have the option of booking on to multi-class passes that allow you to attend 2-3 classes

per evening for just one credit.

 

2. Pay termly - this is the most popular option.

You book on to a term of classes and make a one-off payment at the start of that term  (each term

is 6-8 weeks long). This is the cheapest and easiest way to join. And if you miss the class you're

signed up to one week, you can attend any other class that term as a replacement.  

 

If you join us halfway through the term, that's fine.  You'll only need to prepay for what's left of the

term

 

To book,  email ae.dance.fitness@gmail.com and send your payment to the bank details below.

 

3. You can pay drop in rates - this is the most flexible option.

You can just rock up to any class, any time and pay cash on the door. It's more expensive than

paying for a term, but it does mean you're totally flexible to come whenever. 

 

If you go to a class as a one-off and decide you want to join for the rest of the term, that's fine! You

can book on to and pre-pay for the remaining classes at the discounted term rate.

 

£35

£42*

£42

£36

£42

£42

£42

£42

£31.50

£35

£35

£35

£35

£35

£35

£35

Regular Student

£5.50

£7

£7

£7

£7

£7

£7

£5

£6

£6

£6

£6

£6

£6

 

Regular Student

It's not possible to drop in to tap. 
You must book on for the full term.

Ballet Barre Fitness
Lyrical Contemporary
Jazz
Musical Theatre
Commercial
Lyrical Ballet
Burlesque
Tap
 

PRICING

BANK DETAILS

A H EDWARDS

69335338

51-61-02
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Prices for Term 4 (Feb 24th - Apr 9th)

*Please note there are only 6 weeks of Friday
classes  in Term 4 (no class on April 10th). 

So Friday Lyrical Contemporary is just £36 (or
£30 for students).


